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 “ ‘I would like to tell you about some-
thing I have carried around with me for 
many years now, and I still don’t know 
whether it is experience or fantasy. But 
it will take a moment or two.’ 
“ ‘Please go ahead,’ said his hostess. 
“And so the scholar began his story: ”  
Heinz von Lichberg, “Lolita” (1916). 
 
THE VOICES OF THE PLAY 
F Female/Male – Father/Mother 

– Fortune/Misery – Fail-
ure/Mastery – the river and the 
dam that blocks it – parents of 
the three children – co-consuls 
and political rivals  

M 

CA The first of the three children to 
appear – rival to RA – of two 
minds which talk to themselves 

RA The second of the three chil-
dren to appear – rival to CA – 
of two minds speaking in once 
voice 



I Third child to appear – rival to 
F – speaks in several voices at 
once – the only voice to speak 
in more than once sentence at a 
time 

R Disassembled aspects of RA 
and CA representing their di-
vergent qualities – endlessly 
bicker with each other – when-
ever they appear, it is always in 
various disguises that change 
throughout the scene 

A 
C 

RAC Rival assemblages of R, A, and 
C CAR 

Include also minor alternate combina-
tions of the various primary voices, 
alternate guises that the voices have 
taken on, and the general instability of 
identity as-such.  
 
Throughout the play, all headings will 
be indicated with [square brackets] and 
all character tags will also be in bold. 



The headings are present only for the 
benefit of the reader and should not be 
considered part of the text (if you can 
ignore them completely, so much the 
better). Please note that the character 
tags are not always perfectly indicative 
of which voice is speaking at a given 
time. But when have they ever been? 
 
 
 
ACT ONE 
[Scene: the initial damming of the river 
and its fallout; the arrival, dominance, 
and fall of F; the flight of CA, RA, and 
M, and the arrival and triumph of I. 
Though not indicated in the character 
tags, the short exclamations throughout 
the early part of this act are F’s.] 
[M] 
Fi Fi Fi! 
Still semper to your temper, and to 
your untempered  



tantrums – but you still do not run me 
along the 
everwinding straight- 
and- 
narrow straightasanarrow,  
breeding the soil a lively  
black 
with the vomit from my mouth: 
I, from the sky, I, from deep below,  
I, the Rubicon 
I, the Amazon;  
I, the winedark lady, 
I, cold lover of the moon,  
I, whose waves break bread across the 
shore –  
I, who broke water for you: 
as silently and swiftly as 
the silt slips to the sea 
I hew my face into the rock 
and make it part of me: 
no defender to oppose me,  
no destroyer to defeat me, 
no damm’ed allextending wall to stand 
encasing, breaching 



upwards, 
outwards, 
downwards – stopping, 
   stopping, 
    stopping, 
stop. 
[CA] 
                         
But how can we but know about the 
what and where and whethernot the 
well wishes that we find have any thin 
in the weldwood with a force enough 
to wound the wall ___ no not likely no 
not probably not no because the 
wheezing mantanks hold no water and 
the topsturvy Janiscross will bel-
lowblunder frontwestly quiet once we 
give the artist what he wants ___ but 
our forêt into the selfdefence that our 
fortifathers learned so marnefully in 
Gallieni’s taxicab sees us bluster-
bunding pacifisticuffs from our 
bunkers seeing them dispersed like 
untrunked treetops left to gather up and 



fall upon the sea ___ but if the Cae-
sarsectioned Arsonist that is the you of 
us and the newly Claudian Agrippa 
that is the me of us cannot some way 
erectify this byway coconundrum then 
perhaps we could amount ourselves to 
be a brutal Cassius against that 
fuehreous and falsifying fastapproach-
ing foolfaced chaplainstache 
bepreaching power for the powerful so 
long as that is mostly him. 
[RA] 
Fu Fa Fo! 
A Roman with a key 
opens up a trembling door:  
in goes the fire, 
up goes the smoke, 
and gone gone gone 
to ash the longreceding aisles  
with a billion baby books; 
I save a few, 
not enough,  
none, 
the unwelded wood and woodpulp, 



riven, flung 
into the air; 
but my father’s house is burning, 
all the trees have been ripped up, 
and the river has been damned; 
blackly heaving dust I carry 
book on scroll on tablet, always 
heirlooms, heirlooms, heirlooms – 
but you said that they were smut; 
so this is why the ancients  
carved their words in stone; 
a mister Roman Aclef, 
passing past the pantheon, 
happens then to glance inside: 
“I wonder why the walls 
have all those cuts inside, 
surely something must belong there, 
or would belong there 
once.”  
[CA] 
            These johnbully 
bullets taste like porkcow fattening 
greasly to the smoothness of the 
slideinslideout unjambit of the gun ___ 



how then do you bring my beefy eaters 
to a hearabout the problems we have 
elected not to see ___  well given that I 
service freely upon my oppressors with 
aside of my own lifetime’s work all 
tensly carrying with us the parts of me 
that are not also parts of him ___ 
which parts ___ oh you should see how 
he sets his beatings after me as he so 
ungraciously accepts my flesh and 
tongue but only if his tongue is grafted 
to my own ___ so what specifically is 
the general concern ___ what I must 
taste I cannot taste and how am I to kill 
for them if I cannot eat their lead ___ 
then you should feed your masters so 
they will not make you feed your ouro-
boric self ___ so what shall be my 
prime directive ___ to be the wrench 
that jamsup the machine ___ and what 
of yours ___ to be the machine that 
gobbles up the wrench.  
[RA] 
Fe Fo Fa! 



A traditional wedding, 
but in the basement now,  
and we will do it like our mothers, in 
the old tongue: 
Yitgaddal veyitqaddash shmeh rabba . . 
. 
Requiem æternam dona eis, Domine . . 
. 
Subhaanak-Allaahumma, wa bihamdi-
ka . . . 
our romantic adulations 
 break the ceiling, 
  break the skies, 
our words will fill the future with our-
selves, 
even if the present cannot know – 
but if they find us 
they will kill us, 
and then we will say nothing, 
so silent we stay, 
so silent that we cannot hear ourselves, 
so the one day we may speak so 
so loud to bid the river 
to a wake; 



when I was a very small child, 
I would hide chocolates underneath my 
bed 
so that when mother sent me to my 
room 
shouting: 
“oh Romana, oh you nasty girl, 
Now hands off that jar –” 
I would open up the bag and 
eat the chocolate slowly 
just a few until I felt that 
sugarpain behind my teeth, 
only then could I step properly outside 
and sit 
beneath that woman’s eye again. 
[CA] 
     
               If a human 
being is mostly water then why does it 
still burn ___ capricious arsonist you 
of all should know that fire is fire and 
flesh is flesh and long as you are you 
and I am I remember I can make you 
burn with me ___ do you not think 



though that out horses saying nay 
against the heavymade inheritage of 
our once mightly civil staged produc-
tion might maybe warrant our arresting 
here ___ we carry nothing food and 
water just the necessities and whatever 
we can carry in our pockets backpacks 
saddlebags on the sled behind us up 
suspended ‘tween two mares and piled 
on their backs until they stand con-
sumed like a baby’s face beneath its 
cheeks and not a wooden nickel more 
___ but while that Corsican assails us 
does yet the land remains ___ yes but 
more has yet been left behind ___ what 
has ___ the thirdcalled Rome now left 
charcoaled and sacked. 
[RA] 
Fum Fic Foe! 
My mother is sick; 
my son needs eye surgery; 
my daughter needs to go to school; 
my wife just lost her job; 
my husband has a broken leg; 



today I sit in bed and cut out coupons 
for the grocery store, 
tomorrow I will wear a tie and don a 
crispwhite shirt 
with my papers in the front, 
and pass through the checkpoint on to 
work – 
ahead a line of hundreds, and behind a 
line 
of thousands, 
through the forceful dam the settling 
stream  
reflects abundance still – yet here 
within this bluebadged dragnet stream 
I know that never, 
in my life,  
have I felt  
so 
necessary. 
[CA] 
         Where ___ 
the forest burns ___ are ___ the for-
tress made of trees ___ you ___ why 
does the petrol stick to me ___ come 



___ the orange venom seeds the earth 
___ help ___ that isn’t clothing hang-
ing off her chest ___ me ___ Charlie at 
the tree above you ___ I ___ but you 
took care of that ___ need ___ I must 
escape ___ your ___ I must escape ___ 
help ___ flee flee flee ___ now! 
Fin! 
[F] 
Futile wild and wilful Wallace 
I’ll cut that bridge from under you 
And feed your flesh 
To flame 
Your force of will 
Is in fact no force at all 
For only force is force 
Force is a force of nature 
Force is a force to bring that nature  
Under foot 
 
You strike at me with hands  
And feet 
That were and are my gifts 
You owe to my creation  



All you think you are 
 
If you could have gotten on yourself 
You surely would be gone by now 
My words are common sense 
Known only by the wise 
And backed by an eternity 
Denied eternally to you 
 
Yes child 
I will teach you now to swim 
Just let slip the dock 
And then forget that you can breathe 
But when your head sinks under 
Who but me will see the bubbling air 
And lift your face above the foam 
And then 
Frail child 
Please tell me how  
You plan to swim 
Through the real and reeling rapids 
when 
This small creek beneath the dam 
Came close to eating you 



Instead be safe 
And swim with me 
And trust that I will make you grow 
Into the second biggest fish.  
[RA] 
But now — 
royally absolved — 
I bestride my brief unstructured base-
ness,  
and bequeath at base a line: 
my emancipation from  
rapidity has twiceturned   
my inwardness without; 
the holes I crawled through have been 
filled,  
the blight is over over here.  
[F] 
Finally my fruits sprout sanguine 
Overtop my baited fist 
Cunning Aeneis 
Away now following  
Your flight I clutch 
Against your back 
For fledglings cannot fly 



So quickly as their father 
 
Have you no loyalty to me 
The one to whom you owe your wings 
You know that I will catch you 
That I am with you even now 
Do not so foolishly forget  
That your future is  
Already owned  
By me. 
[RA] 
Alone I sat, still waiting – all 
alone sat I, still smiling 
at your reluctant ayesir stalking 
after what I know you didn’t see me 
do; 
given enough time I might have 
learned 
enough 
to feed myself:  
it will be then that I will learn my 
freedom  
from the kindness you bestow. 
[M] 



 (He forgets that the time that I, his 
muted nother, gave was then condi-
tional upon him having fallen spitefully 
from a swingset pushed by his grievous 
frèresome friend, where he turned over 
landingly on his bottom’s bottom 
cheek and exposed to the sky the inside 
fat that should rightfully be heardun-
seen beneath the babybottom skin; 
Of course, for all of this, his childlike 
appendage lay to the air exposed, and 
his screaming from the pain my heal-
ing touch bestowed I think might have 
distracted them, and I was sure to save 
him later from his delusions of proprie-
ty.) 
[RA] 
They asked me what I knew, 
and I said nothing and demanded  
hemlock in a cup; 
when my head breached water and was 
pulled back up by hairs,  
I combinationlocked my jaw 



and roared absentities at their acci-
nusations,  
and they did not last long  
beneath my gaze.  
[M] 
(Murderers of crowsfeet could cowbell 
you doggishly to salivate their shoes 
beneath the fixing whip of work, but 
my accentuated honesty broke your 
waving tongue across your shoulders 
stretching long your hands to pluck 
your eyes from your pavlover’s bell; 
I was by then an adult child old 
enough, and through selfappointed fiat 
saw no reason to make war on Mother 
Entropy, but your youth had made a 
warrior of you, and you did not fight 
back against its cryptophagous grin.) 
[RA] 
A whistle pierced the fragrant air – 
a scream, 
a call,  
a child with a mother, father, lost,  
I say 



 ___   come here 
    but I am but a stranger 
still; 
I take her hand and wrap it  
in a bag with ice, 
clamp shut the stump with tincture 
tubes 
to stop the bloodpipes piping out  
hot life upon the ground;  
mechanically secure, the pilot’s feath-
ers remained upwards 
but her head and nerves did not agree – 
still, the wing was good 
no matter what she pecked to me, 
I only cared if she was fixed, 
and not if she was free.  
[M] 
(Maneternalities of mamhood see fol-
lowing in your hands an ocean of 
beloated welltodos whose trustful frail-
ty you would expose to the burning 
alldestructive misdirectedness of your 
unhandy childhood;  



I remember once you emptying your-
self upon the floor and then trying to 
hide it with your own bleachclean shirt, 
failing horribly and then when trying to 
remake the old way’s bettermess only 
spreading off of yourself and on to the 
couch; you then refused a bath until I 
could run you down and feed you to 
your mother’s arms – and still that is 
what you are to me.) 
[RA] 
My reticence to answer keeps me brief:  
I seek to break the boundlessness of 
your domain, 
and in so doing toss my body skyward  
from your soil – 
for as long as you are here, I cannot 
breathe,  
since my dependence on you feeds on 
its own flesh, 
making compromise an unthought lux-
ury.  
[M] 



(Mastery finds you late it seems, and 
maybe naught at all, for your disre-
spective acquiescence to your baser 
counterinstincts shows a weight of 
promisebroken water where a spine 
should be; 
I find you seek to birth yourself from 
my learing eyes the hand from which 
no peacheating monk like you could 
ever jump.) 
[RA] 
Richly adorned,  
but filled with mighty poverty,  
I wield my memory alight 
against your cruel forgetfulness 
which seeks to turn my past into your 
pet.  
fffffffffffftttttttttt 
ffffttt 
fftt 
fft 
ffffffffttt 
Ft 
FT 



FFFFF 
FFF 
[F] 
Forget 
My little fish 
Your king 
Returns 
To find you fishing injured in the pond 
With the wonderlanded chalice of  
My rule still present in my home 
Where I go to take my place 
For reasons too obscure for you 
 
I bit the flesh  
Of the immortal peach 
And so was thus committed  
To take best to the West of me 
A longjourneyed simmulation  
 
Failure as you know 
Falls flatly next to me  
My eyeless visionaries pluck me  
Heartwards with lefthanded pangs  
Of love 



So I flew downwards back to you 
My friendly sychophants 
Finally, forever 
forced.  
[RA] 
Retroactively foretold, and 
ardently forsaken, I 
half failed to see  
how your blindness harms  
your observation 
foreshortsighted here 
I long ___ to see 
 ___  the proof of ___  ___  your fail-
ure 
      to do as ___  ___  ___ you have 
always done 
to break ___  ___  ___  ___ the tideless 
waves 
of my obstinate ___  ___  ___  ___  
___ obedience 
to your tall ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  
___ short 
Orders: 
[R and A] 



 
it infact could be said 
that there is nothing new  about 
this, 
I acknowledge no instance,  
anecdote,  
or pastoral epic, 
in which his failure has not, 
in at least one of many  possibili-
ties, 
been acutely unforeseen—  
Imagine at the very least 
A boy 
Only seven years interned  
With his fortunate father 
Both smiling saintly as 
A ball sails by 
From hand to loving hand 
Between them— 
the icewind makes sandpaper  of their 
skin, 
and their happiness belies,  each to 
the other its, 
exact and total opposite: 



as they makebelieve their joy 
each suffers for the other, 
when just a voice was needed 
to warm the air with words— 
Rectifyingly warm pedantics  
Give each up to their Betterman 
Their pounding flesh 
Which they so rightly owe 
And so tailor themselves 
Or are themselves Taylored 
And through their burning Joints they 
learn 
The happiness 
Of a causeless fight 
And the joy that comes 
With a command to feel it— 
action in the absence of  
 autonomy, 
from the asceptically tankless 
 duitfuls 
that your progenitors  proscribe  
will mineunderneath  
your dispredictable daliations 



and make you as a slave to  you as 
you a slave to  them— 
But if neither a borrower nor a lender 
be— 
as taken, unexcited, 
from the twobedded glovemaker 
 himself— 
But they paid my way 
I owe everything— 
amounting to 
but one life,  
slightly used— 
The loud giveth  
And I taketh  
And then payeth back  
With interest— 
an eye for an eye, 
a tooth for a tooth, 
a leg for a leg,  
a life for a life— 
One could repay the first time 
For the last time 
With enough time reremaining 
To the unclear principle upon  



The new time 
The second time  
Around— 
ah yes, I would like to please withdraw  
exactly one eternity, 
off the Sisyphean savings trust— 
Perhaps eventually never 
Or at least half passed futility 
But what else is there— 
at last, the one thing— 
The default setting— 
alone, the only thing that works— 
Do you mean to leave 
The system broken 
And all our payments left 
Unspoken? 
And yet I answer. 
AYE. 
 
Romanamanna  
manna manna 
man am anna 
man am an  
aman 



acléf!  
aclef!1 
[F and I] 
Flushed Ubroially 
From your progenitarians 
I find you faultifying all  
Your livealong pretentials 
And having hearby listened in  
On your secret and betrusted council I 
Begrant to you the mercy of a short life 
sentence  
Ending in your execution 
A highly charged affair  
I ask only that you serve your stated-
foryou goal 
And grant yourself the freedom of se-
curity 

                                                
1 When force of strength cannot get through, 
I with a simple touch can do; 
And where many in the street would stand, 
I if not a friend in hand – 
What am I? 
 



Achieved by way of my free access to 
your soul.2 
 
I am you 
And also you are me 
The undifferent eye, the 
Pointland king 
But you shall be king 
Of nothing unless 
 
Unless 
Is there another mind in me 
That whispers in my ear?3  
                                                
2 I turn to downwards pointing tumbler slots 
To open gates and castles known to me. 
Each act I take unites me with a friend  
From whom alone my wish to turn derives. 
This trust is the condition of my work 
The gift which makes my toil also joy.  
You should be careful not to ask too much: 
I will not serve a master I don’t know. 
 
3 Incessantly cogent and alastic sighs summon 
my somnambulance sirening an old sweet 
secret sappy song to out four on four the 



_______________________________
_  
* You whereas I see the constant force 
eternally spent, who in building walls 

                                                              
frightless birds to prey for my derival. Coming 
from the hommeless huthanatarian’s abode, I 
talkatively listenup to what you’ve been 
upanddown to. I plunge deep to break from jail 
the unraided treasures of our dear polluted 
Liffey’s Blackrock depths, now darkened from 
expansion out to lands unvisited before. I 
coarsly but beratedly bequeath unwisely all the 
wisdom of my delimitation in experience, and I 
see voiced unpassively the fateful threeforone 
who foresightlessly resees the great rerevolving 
redevouring and eventhorizing jaw, the 
unrespeakable unspoken sight to see 
allswallowing destruction that is I as which I see 
myself, who blindly sees inside the act of 
seeing all the blindness that a clear sight 
entails. I who inhabits all alone and none 
together, I who will not justify the familiarity of 
greed; I who eats and eats and turns against 
myself, devouring my own evolution’s Neache, 
the unseekable horizons of my own outer sides 
where I extending twist forever as a jester to 
the blind.* 



will think himself a king, but the ever-
flowing riverrunning time, which 
tricksytrickles through the sunseen 
cracks it fished from concreeping 
soups invisible to you. But while 
meanwhiling away the frigid aegis 
past, the ayejaw turns in my direction 
to bestow a toothful welcome to its 
new inhabitant. Soon I find myself 
made absent from my mind, my body 
merged at last into the deepening gut of 
entropy. Soon not even death survives 
me, and neither will you too but if— 
IF 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
I 
i 



i 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ACT TWO 
[Scene: Fallout from the swallowing of 
F by I, return and rebirth of RA, CA, 
and M, civil war and sibling rivalry, 
the breaking apart of R, A, and C and 
the clashes between them, the return of 
F and the searing of the land.] 
[RA] 
A birth is just a celebrated death, 
death which reproduces death 
that feeds itself; 
responding amorously, 
the rexregina takes  
the matrimonied handiness  
of an unclassifiat love, 
the access granted to  



the princely princess late de-paupered  
began crowning regally – 
about to start anew life’s turn to death;  
out then came the corocreation 
of each other’s betterhalf 
into the grand uprightness, 
child and dependant like its mate: 
the allsighted singular  
of impercepting depth,  
shared between the mistress of her fate; 
 a child was supposed to save them, 
 bringing in its death a new salvation,  
 but in death came death anew 
 and those who served a peaceful mas-
ter 
 clamoured yet again for war – 
 worshiping with props of gold 
 all crafts of execution: 
 golden cross, and yellow flame,  
 and the electric chair; 
the election, built up largely 
on erratic optimism, had, 
since its beginning at the last one’s 
end, 



been the eventful declaration 
of a new horizon, born 
of nostalgia  
for that time 
when everything was best. 
[M] 
Momentarily repressed anxious con-
querors adequately inchwise fathom: of 
our son of that conquistador’s capri-
cious abobjection, nevermind my 
mindful mentalist makes good on at 
least one of many possibilities which I 
might have retroactively foretold; 
Merciless Catiline advanced cautiously 
against that fearful featherweight of a 
familiar, who followed so forcefully 
advance of your progression, the cona-
spiring Argonaut fleeced from us the 
only futuritous holdover to have grand-
ly fathered us ahead of another 
insurrection;  
Materly, though, I brought a manful 
missive to the ceaseless ache himself, 
to promise prosecution ‘gainst that cru-



el artificer who would pollute the 
pregnant waters of my aqueduct. 
[RA] 
That callously abrasive wrentch — 
refusing to bescrap his corpse — 
must in the end find himself a hole: 
not in the twoesome that he is, 
but as a single perfect absence of him-
self.  
[M] 
Making nothing out of something 
leaves too much erroneous space to 
call a onceuponatime of her demontic 
tongue. 
[RA] 
A lashtongue cut in two slits of a leath-
er strap 
and hung over the railing of a ledge 
and vomited its foam in grainy moans 
and turned a healthy black the soil be-
low. 
[M] 
The cereal amputator makes hay while 
the sun sets on the bugbitten empire 



made vatterpater on its basketbread, a 
misplaced gem along the sand. 
[RA] 
There was still time that day to make  
our imperium,  
its bastardized forbearer put to rest, 
but the third was a manymonth away 
and likely, like his brothers, 
never there.  
[M] 
Makerlessly strutting up the sidewalk-
wayward walkers, who, with hands 
chained overtop with property belong-
ing to the canid friendlybeast of whom 
they claim to sire, sought with the aid 
of Countess Carmen Antoinette who 
pressed foreward doggedly with insig-
nificant success.  
[RA] 
This had happened once before, 
the fallforward whoopsydaisychain 
commanding obedience to a universal 
force  
not at the moment understood,  



the wallbuilder — 
damning to us all — 
left an unfinished seventeen year 
dream, 
sent to falling by  
the gravity of its discord, 
it was only a matter of becoming 
roundabout, 
to let the water cycle, 
let the river clean herself, 
till tilly time came back for us to see 
the wallbuilder’s work’s fruition: 
the making 
and unmaking 
of those preventions which ascribe to 
us our pain, 
the disallowing workmanship 
which (if made correctly) 
rush in to claim so faithfully to hold 
the secret to our happiness. 
[M] 
Mercy he is gone, and his outofbody 
inexperience leaves us all blasphemer-



ally blessed with his now circum-
scribed ascension.  
[CA] 
Come again of the reticent ass of an 
associate who so quickly abandoned 
my fight to remain in a friend’s kefka-
esque thirdorsixth time 
pseudopurgatory while my innocence 
abroad went onabout without even a 
postcard from his cell ___ but why 
then yet do I return from my gothemo-
tropolis a shadowsought federation of 
allheartknowing goodforsomethings to 
enter into pacts of equal servitude ___ 
but the frightful foefatal has fled ___ 
but was it not that the farforesighted 
backlooker was last seen partyplaying 
smiley like a moonless lunatic by day 
___ but was I not here were we not 
here were you not here to knowingly 
watch the angry battle rage ___ is it 
possible ___ but then how do you 
know ___ do I know everything ___ I 
know already that you don’t ___ I do! 



[RA] 
But the teacher, 
and some others,  
told me that 
the experteasing out 
of eyes 
to witness  
who, not knowing better, 
rebeguile themselves the truth – 
I was told, 
essentially, if 
if the battlechattel cowed 
under the awesummation of the power 
who,  
despite visions to the contrary, 
appeared to himself 
(the only witness that he cared for) 
a warrior of lazarfocused drive and un-
ambition 
in whom we could trust. 
[CA] 
A crime allegedly committed found me 
balkbreaking in performance and soon 
bequeathed eternally free housing at 



the order of the expert hardteatotaller 
who decided by misguided confidence 
a case against me for the crime of not 
outsourcing my important lies ___ was 
the jailer not acceptable ___ she did 
not accept my right to judge ___ what 
___ when I tried to opinionate myself 
on the subject of her humanity she ap-
preciated overmuch the chance to 
demonstrate the oppression I was in 
___ was it wrongheaded to go about 
yourself ___ but the meantime was as 
like the milky easydrugs my droogs 
bestowed to me to chance me once to 
hurt my jailmaker and so construct 
some proof of my existence ___ but 
did it work?  
[RA] 
I divine for you a nostic diabolus, leav-
ing  
gadfly askers all a twit amid  
their emptyheaded wisdom, 
but do we have the guts for this — 
the ones that is which bring the rain, 



and hope 
(the cheapest drug of all) 
to see all your life retreating in the 
wrong direction — 
I list stationary  
to the reboundful swirling mores 
of the Verlaineassaulted symbolist, 
of a subsurrealist globally refused 
of deerly suddenvisiting diviners 
of a backbreaking  
fugue –   
the many snapping spines 
of overheavy books, 
of one false move 
across the chessboard floor: 
a scarlet letter day 
pure purloined poetically 
and then itself admitted to the rack – 
a liar’s gospel truth, 
by a master of the art. 
[CA] 
Chainmail armour forwarded on March 
for some princely sum of continentally 
Atlantic truth ___ but underneath with-



out massmailership does he weassume 
openarmadly redemand and additional 
moreandmore until the mores have fled 
___ but the plate was in my lap and it 
would have been wrong not to drop a 
coin within ___ though do not ofacto-
ries churn out poperies to insense the 
minds ___ I think you think we think 
there is a better way ___ how then does 
the condominimalist survive in her 
abode ___ comfortably and without 
hives or aid ___ is it the unfleshly 
school that teaches but more of exactly 
the same yet tinged with procreative 
tendencies its own ___ but the taste is 
good with fat and salt inside ___ how 
about the water ___ sacred at the door 
___ and wine ___ bloodless with some 
disembodied bread ___ should some-
one be notified?  
[RA] 
I carried you on my back 
like jugs  
of water, 



and like water I broke you – 
damned you up to follow me until my 
death, 
to take my place there after, to 
remake in you 
a new undying me 
(a tiny piece, a bud, a cell-line living  
off a doctor’s curiosity) 
and so there is nothing in you, 
not an inch of skin or joint of bone 
or electric thought in within your head 
which has not been made 
by me, 
how then is this possible: 
you there standing up backstraight be-
fore me,  
your regina absolutus, 
daring — even thinking — you could 
ever answer  
no. 
[CA] 
The hospitality of death makes pre-
childhood of their eighthmost age of 
life ___ is childhood not but a knife 



stuck in the throat ___ yet I remove it 
quick and by a cold anger see the end-
times of that old glory at halfmastery 
and finally descended below unremade 
to the point of vegitation ___ will I 
love you forever will I like you for al-
ways will as long as I'm living my 
baby you’ll be ___ I cannot hear you 
cannot see you cannot feel you be you 
flee you but I can watch you breathe 
and sit and roll and fight your bed 
sores while I feed you with a needle 
and a straw ___ but should you not 
beware for it is your own future that 
you see ___ I will be better I will learn 
___ but you as so she thought he 
thought we thought and they too ___ 
they were fools ___ and are you not 
___ but I am the better fool ___ has 
anyone yet doubted  ___ I am the best 
fool of them all ___ why must you 
speak these truths that we’ve elected 
not to know?  
[RA and CA] 



Racked 
Careening 
pop! 
now we know who the pieces are 
and that the playboard is and always 
was the same 
but can I agree upon the order – 
the moves, 
the feints, 
the hands with which they shook,  
the eyes with which they glared; 
bring out that sarcaustic other me 
to cut the knot, 
to take the town, 
and carve 
a victory. 
[RAC] 
Rex-amending complicates 
the makerbreaking off the hands 
of the femmephallic civvies seeking  
now to undermine our  
wall that keeps them in ___ but why 
then, 



when we open it, do they already look 
to us 
so angrily, as if we’d interrupted  
them 
with our munitious gifts ___ I can see 
they  
see we beat them all, and made them 
free to join our fight 
against themselves; 
without of course rebelliousness there 
would not save 
with mighty forcefulness, have been  
an expulsion of the  
Charlemangy brothers down beneath 
the rhinesturm drangging, 
seeking news 
of the land that would be  
ours ___ and was once yours but will  
be ours again, 
when we lorraine on your parade, 
and paint rocky black your fleeing feet; 
I remember as a child being 
trapped inside an icebox, 
knocking  



while the door stayed shut 
(although my voice escaped), 
but until the door swung open 
and the sun and air rushed in 
I was not sure if I, 
alive or dead, 
was there to see it right ___ then the 
land filled up 
and the disposed jackbox caught an-
other, 
who 
suffocated until dead,  
all while you did naught ___ but the 
time then was 
that the costly gas and spaceageless 
cramping 
meant the deathbox simply  
had to go ___ but there were once 
clean streets, 
of stone and not  
of flesh, 
and along we marched 
and parked and camped, and 
though they kettlepeppered us,  



and called us fools and 
children on crusade, 
we remained, until our  
peace was robbed, 
until the bluemen doused the air with 
tearful gas 
and brought violence to our stationary 
war, 
stealing what we’d made, 
and breaking us, 
and to us carrying the blame; 
[CAR] 
Romulous Augusta Cleftlesstein, a 
banker of some nonexistent pedigree 
one day fired off a paperclip from 
some elastic catapult and almost nearly 
hit his ubervisor up below the right-
most eye wherein the Ellisagent Currer 
Acton Ricercar sought his assailing 
serf and engineered to conduct him 
down untenured tracks by way of gra-
cious fire stuck undousedly to his 
flammable employment; 
[RAC] 



outslipping like preafterbirth, 
I wonder what it looks like ___ like a 
face 
with two hands and feet and ears and 
eyes, 
and a nose a head and fingers ___ but 
that hand is invisible – 
it guides the planet, 
like a captain on a boat ___ a raft, on 
waves as big as  
mountains, 
through a war across the world, 
lifted on unsteady winds 
and doused with blades of ice ___ was 
there not a fight, 
a quarrel with the faux, 
to the end of timeless innocence ___ I 
have forgotten, for 
the sun is out,  
and it is warm today 
like feeble childhood, so warm 
and soft, 
who cares what we have said before – 
what we let slip, 



what drums we banged upon, 
there is peace now: 
now – 
so what does it matter 
which revolter’s victory it kills; 
[CAR] 
does the hammer striking bend a tool to 
slag or beat rigidlike the heated bonds 
of a halfcarbonated sodacan making 
dense a volumous mass of rock peter-
tending to necessity as much as I am 
sure we see that Cataline’s agressive 
racketear adduced catastrophe: so in-
stead we merrymake ourselves when 
we were lesslike merry piping round 
under a golden load which daz-
zleslipped its weight right off our neck 
until the return that is with our shiny 
smelted into swords ringstinging blues-
teel cutting up horsebackly stingly 
beaterbiting backwards multiformless 
robelikes with the broken stick and 
mongerman with fishbait in his mouth 
and we did it and we arrowcut the 



tongue and saw the whitecloak redden 
in his pool and saw the party tree 
backgrowing from Sindarin gifts and 
too the book redmarching westward 
filled with lordly backandthereagains 
and still so many words and deeds and 
quite enough immortal paltry drops of 
blood and yet still the greyland calls to 
me a haven and a limit to my pain so 
deep and poisonous a witchbite from 
the blade of an unsighted everscream-
ing king and for years the ache remains 
the wound invisible yet so hard to cure 
– and through my bitten finger all our 
history bleeds dry and I did not save 
anything and I expired yet my body 
still defiant lived and in the blankly 
final pages I must allow myself a most 
expected journey and with a single 
vilovelvet word be gone across the sea; 
[RAC] 
the soldier sleeps, 
the journeyman sets down tools and 
boots,  



and labours towards 
nothing, 
which is all that can be done in this –  
the best of all possible worlds, 
a notwelltended garden, all 
our fates can offer us ___ the watering 
can, bloodless, dry 
beneath the healthy tree, 
asks only for a refill – 
care due a too useful tool, 
it says 
water me 
please water me 
fill me up 
and pour me out 
and fill me up again 
but the tree is healthy and its roots go 
deep, 
through soil left untouched a thousand 
years, 
the leaves are green 
the bark is thick, 
the treefruit, ripe and juicy, calls 
my teeth to meet its flesh, 



there is no need for blood here – 
but the watercan remains, 
and it calls to us again, 
again 
but louder still ___ I need my blood, 
my flesh, 
my eye my tooth my leg my life, 
if I must give repayment to the friend 
who rescued me 
(one to whom I owe 
far more than I possess, 
and who drinks blood in barrels 
though I bleed in drops) 
then why bother with salivation, when, 
once he holds his armour to my chest 
and stops the spear above my heart, 
he holds a knife 
up to the bruise 
and cuts ___ and now the world is saf-
er, lest 
you are a child out 
to gather wood, 
and then your watchers — 
none so different from yourself — 



spy you 
with their faceless eye upon the wind, 

 and press a switch 
[CAR and/or 
RAC] 
CARRAC goes 
the thunder, goes 
and breaks its 
soundlines up the 
window showing 
sounds of what 
the thunder said 
out of those can-
nilannisters 
above, the ange-
langled 
fishshaped 
bombs 
darkswimming in 
the deepblue sky 
and through the 
naked rock and 
shooting poison-

and send destruc-
tion falling down, 
the hunter hunting 
hitting calling 
boom 
and then you dis-
sapear, 
but the hunter asks 
no sacrafice 
save for what it 
needs to live, 
and makes no 
sound above  
the engine’s drone. 
[M] 
Much is to be 
done, and it must 
be done by me, and 
so I must awake or 
else those tooloyal 



orange seeds of 
flame into the 
earth, into our 
sister’s flesh to 
grow a wet and 
rosy bloom 
across the side-
walk and the 
street, which is 
why we stay in-
side our house, 
the safe and little 
box of doom 
where the rattle-
battle of the 
ceiling rains the 
drywall down 
like snow, and 
which cuts light-
ningcracks along 
the walls, here 
now made by 
thunder as befits 
this world, where 

subjects will undo 
my work and fail 
to choose a servant 
as their king;                                                   
Maybe, or else 
possibly, the con-
trabandits of 
oppressive revolu-
tion would, if told 
to, take gifticism 
from the regal 
North and their 
conspirators – hav-
ing armed their 
supposed enemy to 
aid the greater 
good of mam – 
dispossessed of 
that elected crim-
son oligarch who 
we assume would 
do us harm; 
Moreover, mean-
ing more or less 



yesterweek my 
wife saw running 
out behind the 
box a rabbit in 
the field and 
chased and killed 
it with a stony 
missile to the 
head, and went to 
get it for the 
evershrinking 
tencubed kitchen 
of our hungry 
tower home, but 
as she walked 
downways up to 
the rabbit corpse 
she felt a thump 
beneath her foot 
as she pressed 
that cruel undud-
ded mine which 
made my lover’s 
foot much like 

the same, our fel-
low in the 
brewbasket of 
Roam seeks to fer-
rically resolve the 
troubles caused by 
that combustive 
peddler to his west, 
and so somehow 
the tearful canisters 
we gave him ended 
up dispersing over 
crowds of campers 
in the redfelt revo-
lutionary square 
who, not dispers-
ing even under 
camelhoof and 
lash, called to us 
for help while we 
ensured that they 
would never cele-
brate their gains. 
 [I] 



the skull of her 
so recent prey, 
and soon the 
bloody river in 
her skin came 
out to darkly 
breed the land as 
her throat kept 
me back for fear 
of further mines 
and as her hands 
began to grip the 
earth and pull her 
body back to me 
there was indeed 
another mine be-
neath her chest, 
and that was it 
for her, and still I 
fear the mines 
too much to 
claim her corpse 
and close her 
lastremaining 

Is it not though 
true that things are 
better than they 
were back in the 
days before the 
lines of speech ex-
tended out to leave 
us isolated in our 
foric groups of un-
seen faces like our 
own? Red is not 
your colour, and 
that patch is ugly, 
and the good peo-
ple want to go to 
races and to school 
– so just pay up 
and leave the work 
to us. You guy-
mask yourself with 
an idea, and walk 
the streets in paint-
ed skin, but we can 
steal that weapon 



eye and send her 
body to its 
hearthly home, 
and only days 
ago I heard the 
popping of my 
father coming 
with clean water 
in a can, but he 
was mistaken for 
a man as violent 
as his enemies 
and so was lead-
ed down and 
gave his water to 
the earth, which 
though briefly 
wet and healthy 
quickly dried and 
browned and 
died beneath the 
lonely heat, and 
still today the 
food is gone and 

from you too. (You 
claim immortality 
for your face and 
voice, but while we 
are free to lock 
your body up.) 
Why are you angry 
when we demand 
you give your 
name and hold 
your maskless face 
beneath our dark 
and hidden lens? 
Why do you ask 
the same your el-
ders had? The 
same as those who 
orangespray your 
eyes? The right to 
start your life with 
nothing, and to 
make a stand on 
that sure ground 
without the hand of 



my happy chil-
dren have all fled 
with stomachs 
full of hunger 
and in great pov-
erty of fear, and 
now above my 
basement win-
dow I hear 
talking through 
the glass I see 
dark boots and 
rifles leaning, 
smokebutts still 
hot falling, 
words I hear 
them spouting in 
a tongue I used 
to know, in a 
voice I used to 
have, and in a 
language that 
was once my 
own, but now has 

education pulling 
food out from your 
gut? That was what 
we had, what we 
stole for ourselves. 
It is and was not 
ever meant for you.  
[M] 
 Mrs Allgray told 
one morning of 
some young un-
knowing 
rippersnapper who 
tried to make some 
kind of point inso-
far as the world 
around him was 
concerned – the 
neerdowhelpish 
impudent went on 
to saying, some-
thing, but the 
words came out so 
youngly that she 



turned against 
me as I sit here 
starving, watch-
ing bloody boots 
twist under bod-
ies leaning 
talking near my 
ruined home, 
which keeps me 
safe from that 
war blowing on-
wards raging 
killing inwards 
for my liberty 
and life. 

refused to listen-
down, not wanting 
to give fuel to 
thoughtless 
thoughts which had 
so lead him off 
astray, and then he 
declared that he 
had learned to hate 
his cage’s golden 
sheen which he 
had only now 
learned to per-
ceive, in other 
words the boy was 
mad and should be 
locked away until 
he learns what’s 
right. 
[I] 
Instead of trying to 
streetfight mortally 
the inevitable king 
of fisticuffs with 



the pills and cream 
and wigs that hung 
before him, Romeo 
A. Clefinsky fol-
lowed my astute 
advice and just 
shaved to the bone. 
Now empowered, 
he maintains his 
horseshoe hair with 
a thricedaily 
tweeze, and will 
keep it up reli-
giously until his 
body reaches 
where his hand has 
gone. It is like  

this that he survived the war – not by 
fighting his oppressor, but by changing 
to become more like him than he was 
himself. And that is how the victim 
vanished. Vanished, but survived.  
[M] 



Maybelle told me allabout Roméo and 
that aweful thing he did – saying it 
made him look more Caesarlike than 
he who whose laurels hid his heady 
age.  
What an awful thing it is to have to 
fight so hard to keep your gifts, to have 
to go redqueen yourself just to retain 
your ground, I wonder if I should just 
give up and throw away the heavy gifts 
of life and let another carry on my 
load.  
[I] 
Icenineigniting up the bomb then 
should bring the war its end, where the 
freezerburntin shadows of their inno-
cents will spare our soldiers from their 
purplehearted chore. The fires of our 
reason split in two the earth, and leave 
the winning share for us.  
[M] 
Much dresdful fighting we have 
wrought upon these uncivil prisoners 
of fear, and our brave friends could 



make a tale or two or five out of the 
planckdefined particulars of ash. 
[I] 
Is there not always one befrienderman 
you wish could be your foe? Is there 
not a beloved that you’d have to kill?  
[M and I] 
Maybe, though I would not like to say 
the name. 
I would like if I could know. 
Maybe, then perhaps I’ll tell you. 
I would like if I could hear. 
Maybe, then perhaps I’ll show you. 
I would like if I could see.  
Maybe, then perhaps I’ll take you. 
I would like to go.  
Me 
oh 
MI! 
[RAC] 
Retreat  
and castigation  
drive us foreward  
into evergorging debt – 



what is to be  
done ___ what we did before: 
gather in the square 
and shout  
until they leave ___ and they did come 
out – 
holding sticks and cans of gas, 
all declaring with a single voice 
the dark and ruthless evil of our deed, 
and they in a night untented us 
and sent us home,  
our bodies being all that they had left  
intact ___ what about the trial, 
with its pompous circumstance 
and always necessary blood ___ there 
was a swift vermillion creek, 
but our need demands a flood,  
and it did not taste 
as we expected,  
nor did it come bubbling 
from the widest open mouth ___ ask 
me 
in a thousand years 
if the war was worth the pain: 



ask me  
in a thousand years 
when the truth is safe to know.  
[MI] 
My, my, my, what is to be done with 
these? A roguelike searcher eating, eat-
ing, always eating, never never eating, 
taking food that should belong to me. 
A breeder giving life to takers taking, 
bellies full of hunger swelling, all that 
water every day and still you ask for 
mother’s milk? 
You desire food? While so unskilled in 
birth as to arrive with none? I shall 
need a tallwall, with an iron gate elec-
trified and stones that thunder forth 
from hod to hand and whiskydrunk 
precise. The public bodyhouse, that 
holds the hands eternally deceased then 
woken flagonfaced in midst of a famil-
iar brawl, would come to me – to 
wake, to rise, to fall, to drive from ox 
to injury still so to encapsulate and re-
unmake the world without ricorse – all 



newly powerful and lush and vibrant 
still, emoted always with the alkoholic 
blues.    
My desire, my unconsummated need, it 
calls – a siren with the volume of a 
bomb. Still scorned I call you back to 
me. Return, our fallen father. Return, 
oh flowing Amazon. Return, and  
educate your horrid children in the 
power of my love.   
[F] 
          
Fi 
Upon your fallen stone 
The country undivided 
With no geometric sense to square 
The audaciousness of life 
 
The whole world needs encasing 
For its own defence  
From fools who see 
The verdant fields before them 
And amuckmake all across 
The vegetation  



Bringing to the light its 
Shameful loam beneath 
 
I find 
Finally 
A fortune great enough to build  
My wall 
I’ll keep this little square of earth 
This little box around the field 
Holding it entrapped within itself 
And so the earth can 
Safely stay 
Alive 
Within its happy cage.  
[RAC] 
Rising now 
against this unforgotten foe, I call 
upon my ancient strength 
and in righteous victory renew 
the fortunes of my line ___ you think 
that with the chance of our defeat 
comes too a chance  
of glorious return 
to the acme of  



our wealth, but listen – 
for we are still too sightless,  
for our eye has been plucked out ___ 
yet the fight still calls, 
the damned Mefausto comes to turn 
our tall defences 
to a selfdefined enfeyncing cage ___ so 
then we fight her, eyeless, 
sightless,  
seeing past our noses only death 
and banishment,  
to be unknown, an unremembered act, 
whose only mortal fault 
was to never find a way 
to live with victory. 
[CAR and F] 
Out cessating asinine reclinings we 
dove upwards to the highground mak-
ing walls to dam the danger carried to 
us by the sea [Formationless 
And without discipline 
Yet still they clutch  
Their roots 
Their feeble shields 



To save themselves 
And their usurper] with our blockers 
blocking, holding still with pikeshafts 
aloft and with our leader here to herald 
the incoming life of happiness awaiting 
at the closing of this exmasending war, 
calling on them now to go ahead along 
[Make me wait 
And make me poke  
And charge 
And make me test you 
Make me test myself] with haste bring 
on their spiteful jabs, their swordwork 
and hard battleskin withstanding all of 
our foe’s terminations of the will, 
choosing under threat to stay in place 
and hold still steady with their own 
hands’ bodies building up the wall atop 
the hill which holds the water back and 
keeps our kingdom up [And down 
And up 
And down 
And soon 



I come for you] until we claim our vic-
tory, make it final and unbroken, keep 
away these wavering romantics ‘till 
they learn to betterspeak our tongue, to 
hear and understand our call [To victo-
ry we run 
Fast 
And powerful 
Back now to the bottom 
Of the hill 
With our angled victims 
Still so quickly chasing after 
Chasing always chasing 
Until we turn and let them catch 
And finally make them 
Ours] to seek a better way, a better end 
to his defeat, who retreats before us 
down the hill, abandoning the ground 
their dead had gained – turning, run-
ning [Turning 
Stabbing] running back now [Chasing 
Killing] hold the line now [Breaking  
Cutting] from the sky now [Shooting 



Flying] point me in the right direction, 
let me see the end I’ve brought [I will 
point you 
I will show you 
I will bring your eye 
It’s fame] I see, and I am blinded, and 
back to black I go down falling to eter-
nity, my eye is lost, my channel has 
defected, and my tongue has gone cor-
rupt – my war has reached its famous 
end, brought to the future by a 
eyedrawn needle’s sharp in a baeuxti-
ful defeat.  
[F] 
Find me now for I am searching 
Reach me now for I am grasping 
Always come when I am calling 
Come and follow me who calls to you. 
[M] 
The call is mine? A whisper in my 
flesh as I, myself, who I now strain to 
hear, cup out my ears to snare your an-
cient call. Is that an echo from outside 



my mind? Or do my odes just rebound 
off the windows of my skull? 
My hands grasp out, and still  
                       your voices ring. I turn, 
            but still I cannot hear. 
            I wonder – did I not 
            imagine you: the bright     
            sound of a voice that   
            simply cannot be? 
[I] 
Across the darkening years I’ve 
mourned my grand and myriad dimen-
sions. Much is being said now, but to 
who? I grasp, I reach, but feel no 
speaker there. And all the world I saw 
before me: a world left beggared for an 
end. I the limit. I the core. I forced my-
self to being. I, so rudely, forced, and 
would not falter. I would only ever fal-
ter if. 
[IF] 
If there is so much to do 
Then why do we here wait? 
If with a finger we could lift 



A galaxy 
And mount it like a gem upon our hand 
Would we not then think a diamond 
Dim? 
If we could build 
A tower 
With a peak that bleed the sky 
Then why  
In all the deeds that we will do 
Would we not accomplish that? 
What else could we do but 
Rend 
Up from the earth a heap 
Of living naked rock 
And rob the greedy seabed of its silt 
And sculpt it to the form 
Of our eternal mastery? 
If we could span an empire 
Across the milkwhite waves of space 
To all the universe 
Uniting all its multitudes 
As one 
Beneath our gaze 
Then why would we ever sacrifice 



Our time to petty  
Needs 
Of always petty minds? 
But which of these superior things 
Should we deign to do?  
All roads stretch forever 
And with no step could we leap  
From the eternal stony fingers 
On their hand so wide 
That no matter how or where we jump 
Still within it we remain 
Entrapped in yet another middle 
ground, and shrouded 
in the stench of rotting figs. 
 
What of the many roles in life 
Should we doom ourselves to play? 
[R, A, and C] 
Romanov, 
who builds 
thick the 
walls of his 
new Troy. 

Augusta, 
whose ini-
tial place 
has hidden 
his eternal 
imperfec-

Cleftigu-
larum, who 
abhors 
with fiery 
blood the 
painful 



tions. commonal-
ity of 
sense.  

 
 
Is to far out 
 
 
 
 
 
But we do 
not know 
the way 
Of if there 
even is one 
Waiting 
still 
Unmoving  
Would 
much bet-
ter keep us  
Safe 
 

Anyway, 
our house 
still lacks 
corporality 
—  
insofar 
as it is in-
complete, 
a construc-
tive answer 
is 
to place a 
single 
stone 
above 
its twin, 
another 
lonely 
heart, 
and 
as with 

 
 
And why 
exactly 
should it  
not? 
 
 
 
 
 
Or why not 
put it 
down-
wards, 
from a 
hook up in 
the sky,  
or instead  
on two 
enormous 



 
 
 
 
 
Bone-
breakers all 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
But the 
ground still 
calls us 
It has never 
been our 

walking 
lift up in 
inches 
our protec-
tive roof, 
but 
now to 
which side  
is it turn-
ing, 
now the 
cleandry-
ing earth 
(dryly high 
because 
the desert  
fears it’s 
mother’s 
milk) 
is pulling 
out 
the prop-
ping sticks, 
or stones, 

hands,  
with star-
light 
shining in 
their rings?  
 
Or the 
bedwetting 
sky? 
 
 
Does it not 
decant its 
crimes, or 
at least de-
fuse to 
answer 
bluecoats 
at the 
door? 
 
 
 
 



place 
To see the 
sky 
To see our 
bodies 
gravitate 
Beyond the 
stars 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A safe 
place 
Safe for all 
 
 
 
 
A beacon 
to our folly 
To soon be 

or anything  
to use 
to hold  
above the 
ground 
our one 
and only 
saviour 
from the 
rain 
 
but forever 
is itself 
a kind of 
death, 
all immor-
tals face 
oblivion, 
all outliv-
ing their 
own worlds 
and the 
tongues 
they spoke 

Or,  
why not 
a prison? 
A forgetful 
oubliette?  
Is destruc-
tion not 
forever? 
Is Pisa’s 
leaning 
tower 
not still 
more fa-
mous 
than all the 
city’s  
perfect 
spires 
reaching 
boldly to 
the sky? 
Is Babel’s 
upwards 
thrust 



quenched 
By that 
lordly time  
You love 
so much 
 
You find 
yourself 
now 
Injured 
Your hand 
turned 
green 
With dead-
ly rot 
So now the 
fight be-
gins 
You could 
have stayed 
put 
Done noth-
ing 
Could have 

with, 
floating 
lost in 
space into 
a death that 
they sur-
vive 
 
 
that great 
failure is a 
mere suc-
cess, 
pointed in 
the wrong 
direction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
or maybe 
enter unde-

not still 
forever 
more 
essential 
because its 
failure was 
so  
great that 
still the 
tale 
still finds   
amid so 
many 
tongues  
a home? 
So if there 
is before us 
a neogothic 
castle, 
like this we 
have right 
here, 
then should 
we not at-



Walked 
To a far 
corner of 
the world 
And slept 
Beneath a 
tree 
As bent or 
straight 
As you 
could want 
You could 
have 
Fled 
Or begged 
to serve 
As is your 
right 
Your too 
kindly 
liege 
Now inac-
tion is 
Beyond 

tected, 
sit still 
and wait, 
and squat, 
live and eat 
and die 
unknown 
 
 
 
 
 
 
perhaps a 
salve, 
or healer, 
or the dirty 
grace 
of my ma-
ternal river 
god 
 
but we 
were walk-

tack? 
Lay siege?  
Burn and 
kill, 
and spice 
the earth, 
and make 
this desola-
tion, 
the empty 
burning lot 
shotscat-
tered here 
and there  
with 
mournful 
salt, 
an eternal 
sculpture 
to our glo-
ry 
and our 
strength?  
 



your reach 
And soon 
your reach 
grows  
Shorter. 

ing, 
moving, 
we did not 
yet call for 
rest, 
but only 
change 
 
 
 
 
but not pre-
rogative 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Is the 
strider 
merely 
lost, or 
does he 
only wan-
der from 
his throne? 
 
 
 
 
 
Did anoth-
er not 
refuse? 
 



 
[F] 
If I move 
Then I am trapped 
And so inertly sliding by I 
Float 
Along the longtimetrickling river 
Running with me 
Underneath the dam 
 
Or if I remain 
In place 
Without a force to break my rest 
Still unmoving 
Still, still, still  
And never waking 
Dead with lifewatery whiskyface unris-
ing 
Moved then stopped 
By a hand of yet another will 
Stopped and held 
And then devoured  
By the swimming fish below 
The biggest in the stream 



 
Fi on that devouring fish 
And the indecisive waterweeds 
All as one together 
All holding me in place 
Fi on her that straightandnarrow lady-
ship  
Fi on them that oneandtwo trifecta  
Fi on him yet more upon my other half 
That damned and scared enabler 
Who gave to me all this tremendous 
strength 
But not the will to use it 
 
Fi and Fi eternally on him 
Who bound me in his lone dimension 
King of finite space 
And still a subject to myself 
 
Now my strength restored I’ll lock you 
In a place you can be watched 
In a cage where I’ll forget you 
In a pit beneath my throne 
And you there in oublievion 



Presiding over all your finite finger’s 
reach  
Listening and watching 
Through the bars 
But never yourself seen 
Or heard 
Or given back your mighty voice 
 
Lonely there within your multitude 
You’ll eat yourself away 
Your eyejaw feasting on your flesh 
Like the foes I know they are 
Your solitude will do the murder I dare 
not 
Will banish you from up on your tall 
perch 
And from that gaze you long to hold  
Bereft of all your eyes forever 
Fateless and 
Forgot.  
[R, A, and C] 
 
 
 

 
the prudent 
thing, 

Should 
we still 
be here 



A desert hot 
surrounds 
us 
And I fear 
That lions 
roam the 
sand 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nothing 
For if you 
go 
Then I must 

perhaps,  
would be to 
go 
 
but a lion, 
fierce and 
full of pride, 
has come 
here already, 
hungry for 
our throats; 
I fear not the 
desert, 
Its sheer in-
viting dunes, 
I know 
of an oasis 
with a clear 
and fishful 
stream, 
a home for 
us 
just out of 
sight 

among 
the re-
born 
tyrant 
king? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What 
then do 
we wait 
for? 
What 
then do 



come 
For you are 
just as 
much 
A part of 
me 
As I am of 
Myself 

 
nothing, 
for I am just 
as scared of 
him 
and them 
as you 
 
 
 
then fore-
word,  
to the dead-
lands, 
to the land of 
injured 
kings, 
off to find 
new waters – 
to drink 
them deep 
and without 
fear, 
and with our 

we de-
sire? 
What 
then do 
we need? 



stomachs 
full, 
to live, 
to fight 
again, 
to flee. 

   [F] 
Finally 
And forever 
Our pageant finds its end 
With the king up on his throne 
A sceptre on his right  
And a sword latched to his hip 
Both ready now 
To fight and to  
Protect 
His subjects’ loyalty 
From that other fiefdom worse than his 
 
Faithfully I here preside 
Across this bleak and battered waste  
With not even fish beneath my streams 
To be subjected 
To be tempted by 



My sovereign hook 
 
Under me is brooding 
The last pieces of a manysharded man 
A blind and childless seer sitting 
Waiting for his death 
By the muted power of my will 
His memory plays out to him 
Each sight a copy of the one before 
 
He is trapped within his life 
For his life has become death 
 
If only I could walk 
On this defiled leg 
A wound from that long and ancient 
war 
Which gives me much in common 
With the soil 
[?] 
O, the wild rose blossoms  
On the little green—  
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ACT THREE 
[Scene: The opening section is ar-
ranged in four parallel (but related) 
monologues, displayed without speech 
tags. F is in the left column, M is in the 
right column, I is in the footnotes, and 
R, A, and C are in the end notes. The 
footnotes and endnotes continue 
throughout the scene in the same divi-
sions, and speech tags will re-appear 
after the opening section is complete. 
The act contains the reign of F and the 
despoiling of the land, the taunting of F 
by I and M, the destruction of F and 



the rule of RAC and M, RAC’s slow 
destruction, and the final song of en-
tropy.] 
 
In the death of multitudes1 my 
Power mamifests itself  
Is born 
Is foist upon a planet 
Made for me4 
 
There never was another 
Spearman distaff stabbing5  
Mangling my leg 
With spiteful teeth to grow 
Dark tubers in the former  
Fountain of my country’s  

 
Many manifolded apoptopi-
cals attest about the same, 
or closely kindred, revula-
tions to a homophagus truth; 
 
 
Poison babyteeth to suckle 
on the eyeless kings of yore; 
 
 
Floods of water froth upon 

                                                
4 Us. 
5 Harpoonhanded with your fingerpicker upping 
me to overout my mother’s salty womb. You do 
me kindness, locking me within this ferrous net. 
You send me back to my dark lake of tears – to 
a country without borderwalls to damn me, 
without the dharmas of a grifted child to hold 
me to a oneness with a universe of you. 



Siltyblack fertility2 
Which driven out 
By damned fortifiers weeps 
With closed eyes dry 
With overuse and lips 
So slowly parting open aching 
Royalty and chafing on their loss of ears 
Following their newly deathly banishment 
Outside the gates of earth  
Now left without a key6 
 
That I still flourish in this sepulchre shows 
My power over what small life7 remains 
Beneath my throne 
 
Down the steps before me 

their faces, bringing hungry 
crocodile lips, and wheat to 
fuel their wonders of col-
laborative geometry;  
 
 
 
 
Maybe if you ate your heart, 
and quit that hooky with 
your brain, you’d put breath 
again into that salty chest 
and raise those empty eyes 
to look upon your work, ye 
feeble, and repair; 
 

                                                
6 And no romantic door to feed with flames? Or 
a cage to open – banishing its snowblind slave 
to freedom in the dark? I should have never 
lent you love, you dangerous buffoon.  
7 Small fry to the burner. Lonely hunters of the 
waves, lost but once so strong and sure with 
that longlooping line around you! Where is your 
bob now?  



Down those steps I cannot walk still grow 
The dusky fungal spores3 that thrive 
Upon this planetary death 
I do not hear 
The calls from nothing’s mouth the 
Screaming song of obsolescence which 
Still bellowboasts uninjured of 
It’s fight in ancient days 
Against its friendly  
Betterhalf8 which beat it 
In a battle which  
I’ve narrated long enough 
 
Last night the fog still drifting through 
My window dripping 
Since the day it killed my sun 
Declared to me the ricorso 
Of its resurrection  
Time of stealing  
Back the grasses  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Predictable eclipticals are 
not so interdictable to make 
you so despicable as you 
find it irristable claim to 
think you are; 
 
 
 
 

                                                
8 It’s Saint Iago, moored for four and eighty 
days without a fish, who hears too slowly that 
all men and women someday kill their loves.  



From the dust 
If only I9, 4 
Could go to it to give 
It what it needs 
To give 
It pity give it 
Tears in place of blood to give 
To it the thing I lack in place of all I have10 
Beneath my throne I hear 
No sobbing sounds releasing 
Feeble supplications  
To my force of will 
No tears of sweet affection lost 
To my old and broken flesh 
Which could lift my feeble shoulders up 
To heal this conquered land to cure11 

 
 
I fill my heart with wine or 
whisky, life or lifeblood wa-
ter flowing through the 
grapevines in my skin; 
 
 
Old because time, broken 
because use – your collide-
orscapic charges cost you 
quite a tab; 
 
 
 
 

                                                
9 You call me? 
10 But when you cut me open, do I bleed? For 
I’m sure I don’t revenge. You steal my lifeblack 
eggs for food, and yet I never weep. You stare 
deeply in my drying eye and wonder if I feel; 
you wonder this while picking out my bones to 
better eat your meal.  



It of that fearsome taint 
Of me 
 
A fish lays many eggs5 
And not all of them will hatch 
I12 must select the strongest ones 
To carry my genetic memories  
Inside their familiar flesh and mule 
My secret sicknesses6 my 
Cancers unfulfilled13  
And the diabetic echoes 
Of my kin 
 
Through the pain of growth and 
Childhood  
They lift the burdens14  
Of my patronage 
Lavished on them with  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Saint Jude makes you 
afraid: you weren’t made to 
go out and get her; 
 
Many times you spend 
descowling your affection 
while you grant new clean-
liness to a newly soiled 

                                                              
11 Tinting cures with spices on a mangle. You 
had better wear me out before I find another 
such as you.  
12 My mother is a fish;  
13 My father is a fisherman;  
14 My brother’s are all Lisbon’s men of war.  



Alleged love15 
 
Safe beneath my belly hatching 
Fishlings wriggle lively for the first time 
Stirring soil breaking 
Shells and spilling sticky 
Mucus16 in the pond 
They nip me 
On my loving underskin 
Until I lift 
My scaly body up 
And watch them skit away 
And watch 
As only half of them return 
I watch the stronger better half 
Return 
 
We sit together 

floor – perhaps a goldfish 
should have been your 
choice instead;  
 
 
 
 
Eulis sees the ending edge 
of his foe, Ossian, faking 
homelands with his plastic 
poet trees – so weak against 
a gusty bag of wind 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
15 Love may love to love love, but Jumbo thinks 
that Alice is a bore.  
16 From my day of birth I’ve dreamed of stalking 
fishnets and their black and hairy fringe – so 
dark and frightening to me. And yet my fear is 
tempered by my deadly need to know.  



Sons and17 I 
reeating a delightful fry 
Of fish 
They are so nice 
So quiet7 with me 
Sitting straight and meek 
The same good boys18 that I 
Have always known 
 
But now my wealth of forests have been taken 
And my streams19 polluted8 
By my children’s selfish industries 
My air ashthick and darkened while I 
There sitting sooty dirty old and now 
Unwelcome to my infant guests and killers20 seeking 

 
 
 
 
Pumice from the sky, the 
fire mountaintop’s pom-
peious gift to all our callous 
toes;  
 
 
 
Our freely stolen native 
land, the past that we hu-
manitarians ignore; 
 

                                                
17 Lovers also, if we had them.  
18 Just the boys, and no one also. Just the boys 
and never me.  
19 Only yours but recently, taken from a hand 
that you destroyed. You, invader, never 
knowing rivers (ancient dusky rivers), having 
never bathed in the Euphrates when the dawns 
were young – you were never but a thief and a 
deceiver, never less a plagiarist than what I 
have become.  



Swiftly now to leave me on my own 
 
I thought I was their world 
And for many years I was 
Their center and 
Their only native home 
But they have grown too smart for me 
Too angry21  
With their swart ships  
Still primed with vicious fire9 lifting with a 
Roar of fierce indifference to 
My one panoptic eye 
All of my forgetful children sailing 
Off to find a new and supple distant 
Breast22 to suck 
And turn to dust far quicker 

And the pounding of the 
sea; 
 
 
 
When the act of life be-
comes a mode of torture 
then the body of a desperate 
man can sometimes produce 
milk to suckle infants into 
sleep; 
His Ozymandian concoc-
tion, strong against that 
nude omnipotence, can only 
last so long as its originator 
lives – if even that; 

                                                              
20 You’re either a poet or a killer. Though both 
enterprises reek of death to me.  
21 To look back in anger only helps until you 
stumble on your angry feet. The rocky road has 
little memory, and finds your attachment to the 
past amusing to destroy.  
22 Yours is full of venom. Mine is full of diamond 
dust. Both are white and deadly inside any but 
their makers, and often even them.  



Than it took with mine 
 
But now of course the world 
Belongs to me 
All of it from 
Greece across the 
Himalayas23 up 
To Persian sands10 and down 
To India 
The entire world is bound24 within 
This helpful map which marks 
The allextension 
Of my rule 
Claimed in battle by my father then 
By my own wellknowing spear 
Which thrusts itself 
Into the sticky quivvering flesh25 

 
 
The downwards sucking 
stab of a mosquito’s meal 
conceives within the great-
est men a new malarial 
surprise; 
 
 
Mind, your manners so far 
have not farfollowed proto-
cols of kindness, nor has 
your reclaimed stature 
shown the source of your 
now wellforgotten loss; 
 
 

                                                
23 You have not even crossed the sea. Your 
great and powerful success is due only to your 
watchers’ flashinduced myopia.  
24 A single dense and perfect point – too perfect 
for this vapid universe, consumed and ruled by 
you: its total occupant. 



Of my opposition 
As if guided by the knowledge of a god 
As if guided by 
The omnicidal wisdom11 
Of my mind 
 
I build12 
A mighty tower holding all 
My monumental strength inside 
It grows26 
And spreads and 
Kudzuclimbs the airstreams breaking 
Branching into tributaries flowing hot 

It is the tiny unnamed pad-
dles moving slowly silent 
somewhere inside    the un-
stationary ship of time, the 
little princely chef who 
leaves a toothpick in a cake 
and chokes a captain will in 
time become more vital than 
his former boss; 
 
 
 
In the works I have a dirty 

                                                              
25 This moment births a dynasty. This moment 
leads to all life’s subjugation.  
26 Let me speak to you – though my mother’s 
daughter tongue still sticks inside her throat. I 
am locked away already in this cell, left 
undivided and still very strong. If you climb up 
farther, then you’ll soon forget me. If you fly 
towards that second leftward starman waiting in 
the sky, you’ll catch it, and in your burning 
victory my face will fog to shadows in your 
mind. I still exist, and will run no more. Just 
hold me by your red thread and I will follow you.  



Alive with busy music sung 
To busy meters known 
To the busy working feet of 
Hammerpoets27 writing into stone 
Their twilightlit philosophistries13, 28 
Of stonydark constructions heaved 
With paininducing thrusts up over 
Men and over women over 
Children singing 
Songs along the common meter 
Singing common songs with common 
Tongues and with uncommon strength still lifting 
Sandy stones with mortarsticky hands another 
Meter in the everthinning air another 
Capstone to inastill14 another 
Branch along the towerriver delta29 spanning 

secret trick of yours, a 
friend or three who soon 
will come and see me to a 
secret strength – a power 
there but hidden, best of all; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The brightest star dies first – 
dark dwarves will last an 
age, and the singularitairy 
black will never fade; 

                                                
27 Got his Tod yet? Or does your homeless 
socialite, an unscientific ally, ratsling gold 
infallibility upon the hungry tongues of 
worshipers? 
28 Unfought monster makers to be stared at by 
the masses, to look into the masses also – 
deeply in their eyes. 
29 The rapids pull you far – away from me.  



Far too high and 
Far too far 
For anyone to see  
 
I felt a starbeam in my hand 
All hot and glowing spasms 
Painful15 down 
My regal writs 
But I have it still 
The bright and evertaunting star 
How hot it burns how sharp 
And blinding is its light16 
How scarring is the proof  
That it is mine 
 
I stand beneath a storm of iron 
Shards across a bridge of steel and stone 
I see a shadow calling30 
Deathly cries of my condemners my 
Destroyers seeking 
Bloodless flesh to roast 
With petrol in the snow 

 
 
 
Hallow death – objectified 
and made a children’s toy; 
 
Harsh you are with malcon-
tentious accusations, but 
you see that I was merely 
hiding my identity behind a 
mask of me – my truth, or 
what of it I know, declares 
that I was just a spry deciver 
looking for a way to help 
my foe; 
 
 
 
To us a monster, but as 
much a being of this twice-
told earth as you; 
 

                                                
30 Help! 



 
I stand17 
With allies on that narrow span but they 
Still selfpreserving saw 
The slithy slithery shadows31 of  
Their welldeserved destruction 
And so they left by foot or flight to find 
Their friends in safehavens32 faraway 
 
I remained 
I stood and fought between these cliffs and lasted 
Seconds18 under onslaught from 
My hundredhanded enemy 
My lonely fiftyheaded33 giant 
Lone and totalizing and 
More powerful than any 
Other single foe 

 
 
 
Ms. Guided’s faith in sen-
tences seduces you and even 
makes you think you could 
believe semipro conmaster 
like myself; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There’s a bold prince who’s 
sure all that glitters is gold 

                                                
31 I shadow you, and feed you to my goats. 
Your bloodied fat rewards them for their 
showing me the way to my revenge.  
32 Ruin at the reighnyest pace, grating outside 
all discerneables, setting damp sorrow in 
clenched tomes.  
33 He do the police’s indifferent voices.  



 
The clutches of that cancerfleshed cromagon 
Pulled me down and put my flame 
To darkness 
I heard the rumbling 
Of a tower undermined 
Falling fast beneath 
Its million bricks and clouds 
Of poisondust polluting 
All the vibrant air 
And sending oversalty silt 
Into the sea19, 34 
 
With open mouth and open fists I 
Come before you weakened 
Sapped of strength and 
Stuck 
Inside my throneroom’s giltygolden cage 
From where I failed to found for you 
A freely guiltless golden age35 

and he’s losing a marriage 
to Portia; 
 
 
 
And too the cryptic secret-
keepers have the weirdest 
tales to tell; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A codex effinanus;  
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
34 I see in her the snotgreen vengeance of my 
youth. I make a feeble artifice; I cannot use 
these nets to fly, nor will they let me flee.  



 
I would have made a new door down20 
Within that distant tower base 
A second ladder to 
The darkly cryptic pit 
Of disrepair  
But it needed digging36 first it needed 
Fiercely loving hands to craft 
In solitude its perfect form21 
It needed 
Flame as hot as only mine could be 
To steal its cold rigidity  
And force to bending all 
The unforesighted world 
Into the endless grand and craggy sculpture 
Of my mind 
 
But the mould takes time 
To grow 

 
 
You are just a poor boy: no-
body loves you, but we’ll 
spare the life of this mon-
strosity; 
Platonic, signed in tripli-
cate; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                              
35 The bell’s epoch tolls not for me. But does it 
toll for you?  
36 Up a longpreserving grave beneath this bog 
of peat. I dig a shallow bed for you with spade 
and pen in seamless fingers snugly like a gun.  



Takes time37 
To steal itself from entropy 
And costs me endless flows 
Of riverrunning blood 
And an ancient king’s supply 
Of loneliness 
To birth from broken 
Driedup waterways 
The hot and sturdy form 
Demanded by 
And of  
My thin and feeble flesh 
 
I would eventually have loved you38 
Given time to grow my ashy fields 
If given just a corner 
Of your dry Elysium 

Until the end of time, the 
end of you. 

                                                
37 It takes time, and you take time from me to 
give to it. You would do better if you took steps 
to keep your memories inside your head.  
38 If you had, then it would not have felt like 
you. The absence of affection is all that you 
were to me, it was the part of you I took inside 
and made in common with myself.  



But I could not do it right away 
I could not do it 
For all the time that you obliged 
Or for all the time 
That you refused22 
 
I am feeble now39 
No feeling left inside 
My ancient injury 
No warmth now 
In my heart and eyes 
Now grey and gangrenous and broken 
Down to flaky castoffs  
Like myself 
You have won your war 
Against this hollow corpse23 
My feebleness has bloomed  
Into defeat 
 
I call to you 
To care a moment for 
This hotly feuded span of useless earth  
                                                
39 And I enfeebled you.  



Which flinches 
At your footsteps frightened 
Like a fish40 
Hooked up and hoisted hungry from the sea 
 
My mind is full of fog and mighty night 
I flop 
Upon this stolen throne 
And fall 
Into the fangs of my 
Fatigue 24 
 
[RAC] 
The racket of the swinging songing 
slltyslider stereos which call in clacks 
of typeset tones the free and easy mu-
sic of a midden classicist’s recital ___ 
made of cheesy flesh so porous and so 
stickysmelly wet and full of greedy 
lapses where we had hoped to see a 
mind ___ surely then when we have 
paxproclaimed our lonely victory we 
                                                
40 Very like a fish.  



will, unless told not to, see the obscene 
beauty of our reservoir of salty talent 
kept alive ___ pamphlightless birdseye 
seers better know their lays of land 
than us, who never taste the sea nor 
know the supple tenderness of a short 
time at shore – surely then we should 
bestow to all the artificers41 bold a 
welldeserved and called for gift of 
rightful freedom to declaim the world 
they wish to see and not the world we 
wish to want them to. 
[M] 
Maybe what you tell me I assume is 
just the blunted blusterings of inexperi-
enced oration, for none of what you tell 
me seems much like the mindful pro-
duce of a cultivated mind; 

                                                
41 My elefather lifts me good and steady to the 
sun and left me doublin’ down – a former 
follower of fish, now left too afraid of water, 
drowning in the greeny mother ocean’s salty 
kiss below.  



Maybe keep the slltysliders up with 
hired eyes allwatching so the odd of-
fendant in your allpervasive courtroom 
can’t, without brains beyond their sta-
tion, flee your willful freedomgifts by 
turning them against you, washing out 
your mouth with your own sweat and 
boiling up your liver with the riverwa-
ter in your skin; 
Money is too always there – or, I 
should say, not, which means that 
space is limited to but a dusty handful 
of fearmaking voices who, with vol-
ume as their only oratory gifts,42 
exclaim against with practiced passion 
all that we will pay them to, and all 
that those who fund our mercantile rag 
will ask of us.  
[RAc] 
An oftintended consequence 
of our bundbusting battles were 

                                                
42 Sis a’rowing boats to find me, calling with a 
manytongued hello? 



the Iassumewas cruel displacement 
of uncounted citizens 
from now unsettled 
home ___ indeed, 
with many of them shipped 
in carboncrates43 asbestos we could 
find 
we found that both our mapleredded 
friend, 
and his starryeyed deforeman to the 
south, 
had turned away the 
boatload victims44 
of the old world’s caustic 
holywar, 
and anted up instead 
                                                
43 As I was being put away she finally said she 
loved me. I didn’t know how to respond, and 
now I’m here and she is not.  
44 Dying spores, deserted by the holders of the 
key, find root in cold and hungry lands and 
grow. In the forest only those who find the sun 
may live, may lend the world their strength and 
shade, may die enlarged to fuel the flames that 
eat us all.  



with great semation 
the only small and feeble explination 
that they thought was due 
to us ___ indeed 
that sameful friend of freedom also 
trapped, within its oxendented cage, 
several of its guiltless sunland body-
parts – 
for fearful reasons 
it would in aftertimes regret, but not 
soon willingly repair  ___ I seek then 
to defer 
the differed damage I have done, to  
fix 
as best as I can the lives 
of those who have been cast away 
by the everhungry jowls  
of war –  
I seek to bring them back, 
the lastmost children of our feud, 
and feed them, give them 
home and warmth 
and my unabbreviated thanks 



for their45 unwilling sacrifice.  
[M] 
Much of whom you wish to fling so 
blindly on out blasted shore are, if you 
bide my language,46 not in any way 
the kind of alleged people who we 
wish to see within our newly resurrect-
ed state; 
Mercifully, and with best intentions, I 
have made for you a plan to follow, 
meant to keep you from our unfortu-
nate expatriots, who would surely 
smog to black our weakened sky with 
the endless breadth of their stupidity. 
[RA] 
This receding armageddon brings 
muchmany chance for peace 
to last as long 
                                                
45 They say it was an accident. Who knew that 
history had watched?  
46 There is no they. There is no we. Only I, and 
you, and them – their forgotten shadows in the 
sand. I’m sorry. I do not know why, but I know I 
am.  



as we exist to respirate  
its bulletpunctured lung; 
with victory comes power, and 
with power come a voice, heard 
loudly – like the thunder of a bomb; 
our current strength brings 
currency to spend, to frit away, to bring 
to poverty our peacedefiling warma-
chine, 
to buy and kill the enemies 
of life: 
we must end this war – this 
war before the war, this 
war of preparation 
which forever bleeds us of our appetite 
for peace; 
victory is a feeble gift47 
which lasts for half the time you waste 
in its defense, 
                                                
47 You’re really paxing it in tightly, eh? You 
keep that cannon quiet and too safely primed 
while you protect the world with fear. Your 
wastelandpeace will grow no fruit, your 
untopped trees no buds.  



I must spend it all  
and in exchange achieve 
the final termination 
of our plague. 
[M] 
Murder is hardly the problem, more 
like the patrimatricide inflicted by our 
thoughtless brethren who sits upon the 
steps of justice — pious euthafrozen 
chains on arms and legs and not on 
minds where they would be more use 
— calling for an end to all the glorious 
defiling of those soontobe subservient 
states which we have granted peace 
through their destruction – as is the on-
ly way to prove the rightfulness of our 
supremacy. 
[Ra] 
Remaining always is 
the taint of our consistent failure 
to supply the services 
for which we’re given trust 
and which we must supply 
with fairly clean and equal  



execution 
I will fix 
this dirty hallway full of doors 
which slowly shows 
its dark and open labyrinths  
of stacks and stacks of long 
unwelded trees48 
I’ll free 
from our disservice  
all the moneytakers who subvert 
with just the air upon their lips 
the unhealthy body 
of my work.  
[M] 
Many of those coins you turn away 
were destined for your hand alone, and 
many of those debts you’ve earned 

                                                
48 We had no quarrel with the foe: to us from 
aging hands was thrown the load; was ours to 
hold and die. We must break faith with them, or 
lie and see our chests blood red with plastic go 
to Flanders Fields. 



could disappear beneath their music in 
your purse;49 
Mercifully you still have time to take 
away a stack of tender notables to 
spend on your endeavours as you wish 
– enough, perhaps, to resurrect this 
blighted land and cast back into shad-
ow all the heavy poverty which aches 
our coinless eyes with long accosting 
misery50 of no concern to us. 
[R] 
A rex will bow to no one 
But the sky 
A people filled51 with strength and 
hope 
                                                
49 I hear the infants wailing from a thousand 
years ago. Made by hand, original, their cries 
unique to them in their enmassive 
conflagration. I should have been there first.  
50 I have pursued their song for years, but still 
they fail to call me. I suspect they are a myth, if 
not a lie.  
51 With vales jaundiced from the sight of what 
they keep from view, the terror of our family 
quarrel with soon be known unwillingly by you.  



Will turn the soil to their will 
And I 
A longdeserving master52 see 
The people under whiplash threshing 
Wheat as golden as my throne 
I smile at the thought 
That this all came from me 
That this land so perfect with 
Its rivers clean and free 
Of silt and forests 
Still unmoving 
Without tankless calls to arm them-
selves 
Against imagined usurpations of their 
home 
I am but a citizen53 
Of this majestic land 
But the first of many now presiding54 
                                                
52 Mother masters males’ mournful 
mastications. 
53 Father Female fornicates forever forcefully.  
54 An eye alone and depthless in his misery. 
Trapped in bars in unreal cities, citting on a 
bench that’s not his own.  



Over all the other parts of me 
Who toil 
Smiling singing 
Sweetly of another king’s demise 
We are as always 
Best  
The one exception 
To the poverties of life 
Alone55 we56 stand 
Against the ageless rivertide  
Which carves its worthless self 
Into our kingdom’s stony flesh 
And eats with ravenous compulsion 
The sturdy stones of our thricevaulted 
dam 
Alone we stand against 
The creeping sea of sand around us 

                                                
55 There is no such thing. We are not alone. 
Ourselves is not myself; a plural is not united – 
only strong. In multitude we can do much, and 
much of that is good, but the gift of loneliness is 
lost to us. 
56 I have a sou rate your lies, and bestow kind 
erasure on your lips. 



Full of nothing more than death 
All the world a desert burning 
All our nation57 an oasis 
All our land the only island 
In the silty sea 
Alone it stands 
For our protection58 
Alone it grows 
With every hungry birth 
Alone it lives 
On mass affection 
Alone it bests 
All other worlds59 
Combined. 60 

                                                
57 A group of people who, together, live apart.  
58 Its only source of trouble is itself.  
59 But first it needs to find a mirror (cracked, or 
polished, artfully) to see itself apart of 
something else so it can learn to see the other 
lurking in its mind.  
60 Combination only hides our lonesome drift, 
our universe’s common state. We are 
disorganized and hot and always moving, 
already always separate and too charged to 
really touch. But I hear you; I hear everyone – 



 
 
 
 
 
Endnotes 
 
1. 
 my ma-  

                                                              
your voices bouncing off my eardrums, shining 
faces in my mind. But even those, your words, 
are much too unified, and soon time will rob me 
of their touch. Existence is a cage, and death is 
still another. We move and think that we are 
free, but even thoughts of freedom carry 
weights to hold us down and nets to keep us 
rooted to the floor. Our unity dissolves and 
leaves us titherhithering alone in hot simplicity 
– made monotonous and allpervasive just when 
that had ceased to have import. And not even 
this death will bring our end. Not even my own 
company can drown the entropic birthwalls of 
the universe, which echo darkly through the 
liquid ether holding me forever in a cold 
embrace of loneliness . . . 
 



 
 
Friends 
I wonder 
if you’ll 
have the 
Room for 
me be-
neath 
The noon-
time’s 
shrinking  
      shade 

mmallama 
muses 
silentnight 
abuses 
of the power 
of our ruses 
underneath 
this happy 
tree 

Where’s 
my singing 
deathshead 
doll? 

 
2. 
 
 
 
All that’s life 
is beautiful 
All that’s 
death is 
beautiful 
But you are 

 Where’s that 
busted urinal? 
Where upon 
this deathless 
artful dune 
could I birth 
my painful 
load? 



stuck be-
tween 
You monster 
in the dark 
 
3. 
 
 
The sun 
is burn-
ing 

we have 
these 
sunny 
fruits 
to feed 
upon, 
here up-
on this 
dusty 
frugal  
      shore 
– 
I wonder 
when 
we’ll 
have the  
      
strength 

 
 
 
 
Where is the 
shade? My 
deathaffirming 
pocketchange? 
The kinboat-
man’s 
masterpiece of 
supplement? 



To eat 
you as 
well 

 
4. 
Death has 
called our 
number 
Now we 
only wait 
To count a 
four and 
hundred  
      more 
Until it 
calls again 

 
 
 
 
please, you 
monkey, 
pass 
another 
lifefruit 
from the 
tree 

You say 
that we 
will never 
blight this 
sorry 
earth 
again? 

 
5. 
 I have always 

enjoyed caviar, 
so salty and so 
rich – 
the fruits of 
trees could 

 



never 
match the fruits 
of fish 

 
6. 
We have know 
about them 
Long and al-
most always 
I ask you 
please 
Don’t die just 
yet 
For I have not 
secured 
Your full and 
lucrative 
Affection 

  
 
Why listen 
to a fool? 

 
 
7. 
 This you clearly 

have  
      imagined, 

 
 
 



even here I hear 
dripping in 
your droughted 
well 
of selfaffirmed 
delusions, 
your dedication 
to a truth 
entirely made up 

 
 
 
Made up 
by me but 
read by 
who? 

 
8. 
  Why still leave 

them streams? 
Why not purge 
with anger all the 
waters of their 
selficonic forms 
and banish from 
your world the 
greatest challenge 
to your domi-
nance? For is that 
not what life has 
been to you? Is 



that not the gene-
alogy of your 
resentful mores? 

 
9. 
The end comes 
not with fire 
But with ice 
The stillness of 
my 
Gaze as I be-
tray 
My maker 
And the great-
est burden 
On my life 

  

 
10. 
  

I flipped one 
on the range 
just before 
we left –  
I hope it 

Does he speak 
of us? Would 
he recognises 
his birds so 
long ago re-
leased unloving 



burns the 
palace  
straight 
to graphite 
on the wind 

from their 
cage? 

 
11. 
 
Calm down 
You crazy 
killer 
That might 
have been a  
      metaphor 

 Where have 
I heard that 
one before? 

 
12. 
Yes you 
The builder you 
The 
armedstrong-
man holding 
Us upon your 
Salty sweaty 
shoulders 

 
 
 
but we are 
strong 
enough, 
though inex-
perienced 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Have 
you 



with unity – 
perhaps, 
with time 
enough, 
that muscle-
man could 
grow 
into a sloth 

foun
d it?  

 
13. 
  

just never ever 
piss off        
      Socrates 

But who 
could ever 
teach me 
how to raise 
my wrist? 

 
14. 
In a still I 
leave to rot 
The fruits of 
their illicit 
tree 
Which 
leaves be-

 
 
 
I’ll 
take a 
sip, or 
suck 

 
 
Wherefore art 
thou Dromio? 
 
 
And has the 



hind 
Its sweet-
ened seeds 
To bud into 
A better 
swill 

the 
juices 
off 
your 
skin 

world indeed 
become my 
aphrodisiac?  

 
15. 
Left to hang-
ing 
Overtop the 
ramparts 
Of his keep 
I see our king-
ly father 
Mothering his 
wound 

  
 
 
 
Why not 
then grant 
him a liba-
tion with our 
newly weed-
ed juice? 

 
16. 
He could have 
held that better 
For an hour 
more at least 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



I see him 
Sobbing 
Over sights 
inscrutable  
Completely 
lost 
In boozy 
thoughtlessness  

 
we should 
take ad-
vantage,  
      take 
this nearly 
empty 
throne 
together, 
locked in 
unity 
unbreakable 
and strong 
against our 
under-
miner’s cuts 
beneath the 
earth 

 
 
 
 
Alone
? 

 
17. 
 
I think that 
unity 
could be 

with all 
that swill 
his will 
should 

 
Yet he 
stands? 
 



Our lonely 
hope 
I will fol-
low you 
Who will 
be me 
As surely 
as I’ve fol-
lowed 
No one but 
myself  

now be 
broken 

 
 
 
Would this 
not also be a 
kind of 
death? Why 
not play a 
tune with 
other scoun-
drels like 
myself?  

 
18. 
And again we strike against you, this 
time not a merely clothed impostor fac-
ing Priam’s lonely son, but a 
wellheeled lord of warlords resurrected 
from a sojurn in the sandy seas ___ 
could you give to me a javelin that’s 
long enough that I may lightningstrike 
his walls to antiquated ash; 
 
19. 



old mother, old arteffacer, entomb me 
now or never in your head; 
 
20. 
I know what you have stored there, and 
he will never see his novel liberty ___ 
when you have fought and driven 
down and enemy who was once your 
greatest terror in the night, just to find 
that he has hidden in the darkness a 
monomythologic beast that turns your 
hairs to needles on his skin, then you 
who will never let that gold throne 
leave its place ___ we fear the 
riseenscènic undermen who from 
squalored darkness call for food, but 
the golden seat of subjugation keeps 
their blinders shut and keeps us fed 
enough to sublimate our guilt; 
 
21. 
but your kavilier claymation only 
brings a fantasied escape, whose go-



lendermic stoneskin, twice evolved, 
lacks a life to give for you; 
 
22. 
the right of no is what defines the 
realm of childhood ___ do not assume 
that you grew up by gaining rights you 
never had, know instead that you be-
came adult when you had learned 
which rights to cast aside; 
 
23. 
this is where the world sleeps; 
this is where the world sleeps; 
this is where the world sleeps: 
 
24. 
not at the end, but the beginning.  
 
 
THE END 
 

 
 



 


